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ABSTRACT
This article deals with how, in the urban setting of Madang, Papua New Guinea, Marian devotion is deployed in response to domestic and gender-based violence. While providing insight into the lived religious experiences of Catholic women living in Madang, this article shows how Mary empowers her followers to resist violence, yet, at the same time, paradoxically, is instrumental in sanctioning women to tolerate violence. Josephine’s ‘journey of violence’ reveals not only Josephine’s turning to Mary, but more so, her negotiations with values belonging to different cultural logics. Caught between ‘tradition’, Christianity and ‘modernity’, Josephine and other Catholic women engage in painful processes of self-analysis and self-transformation to adapt to and change their situation. In these processes, Mary is used as a role model.
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INTRODUCTION
The association between Mary, the mother of Jesus, and violence seems not very obvious, but in Papua New Guinea, as elsewhere in the world, people turn to Mary in order to seek a solution for the problems they face. Josephine’s ‘journey of violence’ deals with how in the urban setting of Madang, Marian devotion is deployed in response to domestic and gender-based violence. In following the experiences and perceptions of Josephine, a 49-old educated woman working at the Catholic Diocesan’s Health office in Madang, this article acknowledges the current debate on Christianity in Papua New Guinea and, in particular, the urge for a more intensive anthropological investigation of the experience of Christianity by Melanesians (for example Barker 1990:9, 1992).
Various scholars have since responded to Barker’s call, but most of these studies (for example Goddard & Van Heekeren 2003; Jebens 2005; Robbins 2004) have focused on rural indigenisations of Christianity and processes of transformation. Urban experiences and constructions of Christianity remain largely un-addressed. Moreover, little is known about the impact and nature of Catholicism and in particular of Marian devotion in urban settings. Josephine’s experiences give insight into how Marian devotion is practised and used by individual women and Church clergy to provide a way for them to cope with various forms of violence.
In the following sections, I will give an overview of the various acts of violence Papua New Guinean women like Josephine face, and how these acts result in a ‘state of violence’.
(Brown 1987) that shapes women’s lives. By elaborating on the setting of Madang, it is shown that this ‘state of violence’ is part of a specific urban sociality that calls for a redefinition of family relations, gender roles and kinship relations, and which is coloured by other morally troubling issues such as gender violence and HIV/AIDS. In order to address these issues, both men and women turn to Mary in order to seek guidance, help and empowerment.

However, as already elucidated by studies on Mary, the role of Mary is not straightforward as she is seen to both empower and disempower her followers (Hermkens 2007a, 2007b; Ruether 1993). In the small town of Madang, Mary not only exercises power in her capacity of strengthening and protecting her female followers against violence. She is also instrumental in the assertion of authority and obedience and, as such, of facilitating violence against women. Mary’s role is complex as she herself is part of the many struggles urban women face. Caught between ‘traditional’, Christian and ‘modern’ values, Josephine and other Catholic women engage in painful processes of subjectivation and self-transformation to adapt to and change their situation. In these processes, Mary is used as an (ambiguous) role model.

JOSEPHINE’S JOURNEY OF VIOLENCE

Sometimes I wonder: how did I survive all this? I thank God and our Lady, she is my role model: a simple, humble woman.

Josephine (49 years), mother of seven children and grandmother of five, expresses her gratitude to God and Mary as she reflects on her life, which she perceives as a ‘journey of violence’. Josephine originated from a small village near the town of Lae, married there and subsequently moved with her husband to Lae. There they lived until they separated and Josephine moved to Madang in 2001. When I met her in 2005, Josephine was working at the Archdiocesan HIV/AIDS office in Madang. Since 2004, Josephine has been giving advice about HIV/AIDS, organising prevention campaigns that are aimed at changing people’s sexual behaviour and, thereby, their moral conduct.

When discussing the subject of sexual violence and the threat of HIV infection in Papua New Guinea, Josephine began to tell me her own story. My arrival in her office coincided with her efforts of trying to reconcile with the past, finding out who she is and, in particular, if she should speak out against the violence that has affected her life since 1973. Being an educated, fluent English speaking, mature and strong woman with a background of having occupied leading positions in religious organisations, such as the Catholic Women’s Association (CWA) and the Legion of Mary, she feels herself to be oppressed by individual men, and, at a general level, by the male dominated society of Papua New Guinea and its male dominated institutions, including the Church.

Is it my right to speak the unknown that has been violating me? Speaking my rights as a Melanesian daughter, as a mother of seven children, a grandmother and as a separated wife? Or do I have to protect myself? Keep silent because of my patrilineal society in which I cannot speak out my rights because this [violence to women] is normal to everyone? (Interview with Josephine: Madang 2005)

Obviously, our encounter enabled her not only to tell her story and ventilate her grudges, but also to have an outsider acknowledge the suffering she experienced and still experiences. Josephine started her narration of her ‘journey of violence’ with a story about her daughter, who was the victim of a gang rape.

My daughter was working as a teacher in a remote area. On their way back their
truck was looted and all the female teachers, including my daughter, were dragged out of the truck. The male teachers were trying to help them but there were too many raskols [roving band of criminals]. They pulled my daughter aside and she was raped. When she told me, I cried. At that time, my husband came home and found us crying. He started hitting me, beating me, saying it was my fault that my daughter was crying. My daughter then started crying because of me. I asked him to stop so I could take care of our daughter. He stopped and I took her to the hospital; we were so afraid of AIDS. She had a boyfriend and we did not know how he would react upon my daughter having been raped. Fortunately, the test was negative; no AIDS. Her father did not know what had happened to her. He just left us for 3 years. So, this is what we as women are facing! (Interview with Josephine: Madang 2005)

The narrative of her daughter’s rape embodies Josephine’s experiences as well as her reflection on the different forms of violence women might face. The violence addressed in Josephine’s narrative is multiple (Kleinman 1997) and consists of ‘acts of violence’, as well as ‘states of violence’ (Brown 1987). Criminal violence (hold up and looting), sexual violence (in this case rape by strangers), domestic violence (physical beating and emotional abuse by the husband), and violation of health (risk of being infected with HIV) are all acts of violence. In Josephine’s experience, these take place on the street and in the community, in domestic settings, at work and, as shown later, in institutions, such as the Church.

Josephine’s experiences with the different acts of violence are not unique. As argued by Bradley (2001:2), ‘the majority of adult women of Papua New Guinea have been physically assaulted by their husbands, forced to have sex with them, or have been raped or sexually assaulted by other men’. Statistics also reveal that domestic violence is the most dominant form of sexual violence. Surveys conducted in the mid 1980s showed that 67% of rural women, and 56% of urban women have been hit by their husbands (Toft 1985:14). In my own research among Catholic women in Port Moresby and Madang from August 2005 till February 2006, I found that 22 of the 42 female members of the Catholic Women’s Association and the Legion of Mary whom I interviewed reported having experienced domestic violence.

Josephine’s husband hitting her and accusing her of being responsible for her daughter’s grief was not an isolated incident. It was part of a structural physical and emotional abuse that Josephine faced during her 27 years of marriage. As she described her relationship with her husband:

My husband and me were always fighting. When I was pregnant of my first daughter, he had another woman. He humiliated me, he hit me, and he abused me sexually. It was very painful, and I was very ashamed. I felt inhuman…. (Interview with Josephine: Madang 2006)

A census conducted in the 1980s reveals that marital fights are mainly the result of alcohol, money and jealousy, followed by problems with the children and violence by the husband (Conway and Mantovani 1990:121-122). Domestic violence was attributed to men’s drinking, gambling and bad temper, and to women’s behaviour, such as gossiping, going out alone, not doing their duties and talking to unknown members of the opposite sex (Conway and Mantovani 1990:127). In Josephine’s case, many of the reasons given above resulted in the ‘state of violence’ between Josephine and her husband. In particular, jealousy and loss of control played an important part. Josephine, who at the time of the abuse was working for the Catholic Church in Lae, was blamed for committing adultery with one of her male colleagues. Josephine denied the allegations but her husband did not believe her and responded with violence. In turn, Josephine accused her husband of adultery, which led
to scolding and aggressive acts. Moreover, Josephine’s husband not only disapproved of her public conduct, but also of her private behaviour, which he argued was too flamboyant and not in line with his expectations.

Josephine’s case, as well as others, shows that in general, violence against women occurs when ‘men perceive they have lost control over women, when women are perceived by men to have breached certain expectations of conduct, or when there are underlying prior injuries within the family’ (cf Banks 2000). In particular, continuing attitudes of male dominance (Kidu 2000:30) and gender based hierarchies seem to fuel violence towards girls and women (Eves nd: 26).

This gender-based violence leads to another form of violence: the endangering of women’s health. One of the major problems Papua New Guinea is facing today is the looming threat of an HIV/AIDS epidemic. Among the reasons for this crisis is, in addition to gender-based violence, increasing impoverishment, which in combination ensure a high vulnerability to the virus (Jenkins 1995: vii). Moreover, because women’s health is often poor, women and girls in particular face a high risk of HIV infection (ibid). This risk is increased by the fact that women have hardly any means for protection against AIDS. While the government advocates the use of condoms, it appears that due to women’s inability to negotiate for safe sex, many are unable to use them or ‘Just say “No”’ (Hammar 1999: 151, 2007: 79). In addition, especially among Catholics, when it comes to contraception, there is a strong belief that condoms interfere with the plan of God, and in AIDS awareness, that condoms are actually spreading HIV as they encourage sexual promiscuity. Josephine, who works at the Archdiocesan HIV/AIDS office is of a similar opinion, urging her clientele to practise the calendar method or abstinence and faithfulness instead. Her own experiences, however, show that this might be difficult to achieve. Josephine’s husband had unprotected sex with others while Josephine could not refuse him. So, it seems women, and especially Catholic women, are unable to protect themselves against being infected with HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases (STD) (see also Hammar 2007: 79). Moreover, once infected, women can find it difficult to obtain help because they are prevented from doing so (Hammar 1999: 150).

The different acts of violence endured by Josephine and other PNG women, result in, and are the result of, states of violence that effectively structure people’s everyday lives (Schmidt and Schröder 2001:1). In Josephine’s experience, the domestic violence she endured for 27 years was not only physical. The fact that she and her husband were always arguing is as much part of her perception of the violence that structured her everyday life as the physical abuse. In a similar way, the regular adultery of her husband and his disrespect towards her constituted Josephine’s sense of having to endure a lifetime of violence. The effects of this violence on her children equally contributed to Josephine’s sense of suffering. Josephine is convinced that the violence that was part of her married life resulted in her first daughter’s sudden death. Moreover, she feels she herself is responsible for her daughter’s death. This guilt results in an all-pervasive sense of suffering, which is, as argued by Kleinman (1997), a form of everyday violence. Women not only have to cope with violent acts, which are both physical and emotional assertions of power (Schmidt and Schröder 2001:1), but also with ‘a state of violence’. Moreover, this personal ‘state of violence’ is confirmed and enhanced by media and official reports.

Almost every day, media reports inform Papua New Guineans, as well as the world, that Papua New Guinea is a violent society. In addition to violent burglaries and hold ups, sexual violence against women and girls seems to be endemic, and, according to some, even increasing. The regular front-page news coverage and the activities of both government and non-government organisations concerning the occurrence of sexual violence seem to have created a ‘social panic’ (Borrey 2000:105). Whether this panic is appropriate or not, as Borrey argues, the fact is that especially in Papua New Guinean towns, women live in a state of ‘low level terror’ (MacIntyre in Bradley 2001:2).
THE SETTING OF MADANG

Although Madang is peaceful compared to the major towns of Papua New Guinea - Port Moresby, Lae and Mt. Hagen - in Madang too, ‘acts of violence’ constitute and are constituted by ‘states of violence’. This has to do with, as I argue, the specific sociality of urban settings and a related fear of immorality.

Madang, the provincial capital of Madang Province, has grown into a small town of 28,547 inhabitants (NSO 2002) and is the only place in the region that provides work and various schooling opportunities. Consequently, Madang may be termed a melting pot as it is inhabited by people coming from all over Papua New Guinea (ibid) in order to seek education for their children, for work, or to enrol as students at the Divine Word University. Due to its opportunities, Madang attracts businesses and people coming from abroad, such as Asians who run almost all supermarkets, restaurants and fast-food shops in town. Moreover, Madang can be considered a transitional place, a place of travel.

Tourists frequently visit ‘Beautiful Madang’, spending their time at one of the many resorts, and every day Highlanders travel from Goroka to Madang to sell their string bags and garden produce on the local market. In addition, inhabitants of Madang regularly travel between their families’ rural villages and the city. This mobility seems to construct the rural and the urban as an extension of one another. So, Madang can be seen as both a centralizing and a transitional place, embodying multiple connections. This setting clearly has an impact on the forms of sociality that exist in Madang, in particular with regard to family, gender and kinship relations.

As has been argued by Conway and Mantovani (1990:52) for married life in Papua New Guinean towns, such dynamic and multiple contexts result in ‘new and distinctive Melanesian relations in urban families’, as the nuclear family has replaced the extended family unit, characteristic of the rural areas, thereby enforcing both husband and wife to redefine their responsibilities and gender roles.

First of all, the urban wage structure has forced men and women to change their traditional work roles. Although an overwhelming degree of cultural variation exists within Papua New Guinea, some general remarks concerning the changing gender roles and related responsibilities can be made. In town, men are in general held responsible for providing an income for the family (Conway and Mantovani 1990:101), as there is limited female earning capacity in the formal town wage sector (Conway and Mantovani 1990:22). In rural areas, however, the whole family depends to a large extent on women’s garden produce and their work. ‘Although men are often responsible for some productive tasks such as clearing new lands, and might help with some of their wives’ tasks […], women are the primary subsistence gardeners’ (cf Morley 1994: 36,38). In towns, women who do not have income from market produce, or from the formal economic sector, depend on the husband’s fortnightly pay to feed and clothe their families. In some cases these new gender roles result in marital problems, as women have no access to their husbands’ money, and, as a consequence, have no money to feed the family (Conway and Mantovani 1990:101).

Secondly, the urban environment challenges existing gender relations and gender roles. For example, women in town often have more freedom of movement, and as a consequence, have more opportunities to establish other relationships (Conway and Mantovani 1990:52). This might create jealousy, and men might get angry with their wives just for looking at other men, as several of my informants experienced and told me.

A related aspect is that women in towns may venture into domains that are linked with male success. Women’s education and employment, especially when they take leadership positions, may cause jealousy and result in gender-based violence. As argued by Knauff (1997:241), the increased mobility of women and ‘their interaction with the larger social universe can be threatening to emerging but uncertain notions of male prestige that are increasingly linked to success in these same contexts’. Josephine’s case shows this par
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excellence. Occupying fairly high positions within the Catholic Church’s offices in Lae and now Madang, Josephine has repeatedly experienced both physical and verbal harassments not only by her former husband, but also her male colleagues and current neighbours, who envy her for having a well-paid job and a car, while condemning her for living alone. Umberson et al. (2003:33) suggest that such violent behaviour of men in domestic settings is linked to the demonstration of their masculinity. A similar argument has also been ventured by Jenkins (2004), who argues that in patrilineal societies such as in PNG, ‘idealized masculinity includes dominance over women, particularly in the public domain […]’ (cf 2004:12-13; see also Eves nd). Scholars such as Dorothy Counts (1990:242-243, 1992:71-72), Josephides (1994:187) and Zimmer-Tamakoshi (1990) suggest that ‘women’s increasing status vis-à-vis men combined with changes in women’s roles and rights may pose a threat to men, leading them to attempt to reassert their dominance, and as such their masculinity, through violence’ (Morley 1994:43).

In addition to family and gender relations and notions of femininity and masculinity that need to be reworked, kinship relations equally change when moving to and living in an urban setting. Although people living in towns such as Madang often have to live without their relatives’ help, there is nevertheless a lot of traffic between the ‘urban’ and the ‘rural’. This transitional character of Madang becomes clearer when considering that women like Josephine regularly travel between Madang and their parents’, and in married women’s cases, their husbands’ village, and that relatives from these villages regularly come to Madang and stay with their urban kin. As articulated by an emotional Josephine, this urban-rural kinship relation is not without burden. When she goes back to visit her village, she is confronted with her relatives’ demands concerning the particular roles she is expected to perform. When her relatives visit Madang, she equally worries about their demands: ‘When my wantoks [relatives] come to Madang, they all want my [financial] help. What do I do? I close the door, go on my knees and cry’. Obviously, not all urban-rural relationships are so stressed. For several women I spoke to, the absence of relatives in town offers new insecurities and dangers, and they regret having no relatives in town. According to Agnes, who works as a nurse in Madang:

In town, I am afraid for my children. Here we have got radio, television, violence. They might do bad things, swear. In the village, there is always wantok to look after them, but not in town. This is my big problem to Mary. She knows my worries (Interview with Agnes: Madang 2005)

The general fear of immorality, articulated by Agnes, not only encompasses bad influences from television, violence and swearing, it also entails the breaching of ‘traditional’ gender roles and gender conduct, scandals of corrupt government officials, criminality, and the looming threat of an HIV/AIDS epidemic (see also Barker 2007:13). Question is, how to deal with these anxieties and immoralities of town-life?

The official response to morally threatening issues such as gender-based violence and AIDS has been rather slow and mainly consists of poster campaigns, promoting the use of condoms and respect towards women. Likewise, organisations such as the Country Women’s Organisation in Madang and the Madang Family and Sexual Violence Committee have launched poster campaigns against domestic and sexual violence by addressing men’s lack of respect towards women. While the success of these campaigns is debatable (Eves nd: 55, 88-89; Hammar 2008), the impact of religious movements in addressing morally threatening issues such as violence and AIDS seems to be enormous (see for example Eves 2003, 2008; Hammar 2008). As already elucidated in Agnes’ reflection, Marian devotion is among these movements, addressing personal and moral anxieties instigated by current socio-political problems.
Marian devotion in Madang

In Madang, as in Papua New Guinea’s other urban areas, the abundance of churches, evangelical rallies and the popularity of gospel music testifies to the popularity of Christianity and its pervasiveness in daily life. The majority of the people living in the urban areas of Madang Province are Catholic (35%), followed by Evangelical Lutheran, Pentecostals and Seventh Day Adventists (NSO 2002). The predominance of Catholicism in Madang Province is also visible in Madang town, which is the Papua New Guinean cradle of ‘the Legion of Mary’. This lay Catholic organisation was founded in Dublin, Ireland in 1921. Spread over the world, its members are giving Glory to God ‘through the holiness of its members developed by prayer and active co-operation in Mary’s and the Church’s work’.

Mary ‘The Immaculate Conception’ is the legion’s worldwide leader. As a legionary, members are expected to submit to Mary. ‘Completely submitted to Mary, the legionary distrusts the promptings of his own inclinations and in all things listens intently for the whisperings of grace’ (Moran and Connell 1993, 30). In fact, ‘[…] the giver places himself in a condition equivalent to that of a slave possessing nothing of his own, and wholly dependent on, and utterly at the disposal of Mary’ (Moran and Connell 1993:37). In addition, based upon Genesis 3:15, the legion perceives itself as Mary’s warriors against sin, turning to Mary’s enmity with the devil as a ‘source of confidence and strength in its warfare with sin’ (Moran and Connell 1993:20). The legion is thus perceived of as an army, which ‘throws itself in the warfare of Christ’ in which its members submit themselves ‘to His glorious commands’. Being both slave and warrior is actually seen to empower the legionaries. As the handbook states: ‘The imitation of Mary’s humility is both the root and the instrument of legionary action’ (Moran and Connell 1993:27). As will be seen later, this humility is a key-value around which legionary as well as other Catholic women shape their identities.

The basic unit of the Legion of Mary is called a praesidium. The secretary and president of each praesidium have to report to their council, their curia, who in turn have to report to their regia, which falls under a consilium. In Papua New Guinea there are two regias, one on the mainland of PNG and one in the islands of PNG. These regia work with the consilium in Ireland. The regia on the mainland of Papua New Guinea has its headquarters in Madang and looks after 54 curia, making Madang the centre of all legion activities in the country.

Each week, both male and female members of the Legion of Mary in Madang gather for a praesidium meeting, intermingling prayer with reports and discussion. In addition, each member is assigned work to be performed during the week, which is done in co-operation with another member. Mostly, this implies visiting sick people in Madang hospital, but sometimes legionaries also visit people in jail or others in need of spiritual help. For the women I interviewed, the weekly legionary meetings and assigned works are a constitutive part of a Catholic network that comprises, in addition to the legionary membership and related duties, Sunday mass and subsequent meeting with legionary members and other Catholics, weekly evening prayer groups, visiting evening masses in the Madang area, and occasional Church work, such as fundraising, cooking and cleaning. In fact, it seems that this Catholic network provides an alternative to the wantok system in the village, enabling legionaries and other Catholics to create and maintain social ties based upon mutual faith. For the legionaries as well as many other Catholics in Madang, Father Ernest Golly is the pivot of their extended Catholic family.

Since the late 1970s Father Golly has been the legion’s national director. In addition to translating the legion’s handbook, he has published several dozen pamphlets on Marian devotion. Besides being the national director, he is also the spiritual director of the mainland regia and parish priest of Jomba parish in Madang. In these functions, he controls to a large extent the practices of the Legion of Mary in Madang and also in PNG mainland, and how Catholicism, and in particular Marian devotion, is practised in Jomba parish and
beyond. In Fr. Golly’s view, devotion to Mary is an essential part of Catholicism and Christianity.

In the Catholic Church, we are clear about it. Real Catholics, those who accept the real faith that Jesus brought us, agree. According to the plan of God, Mary has a special role. Starting in paradise, God told that He would create a new Eve who would be the enemy of Satan (Genesis 3:15). Her offspring is God, Jesus. This woman and her offspring will crush the head of the devil, of Satan. Missionaries were teaching this. Especially in the Legion of Mary: we are the army of Mary to crush the head of Satan. Real Catholics will not neglect the devotion to Mary. Through history you can see that the devil will do everything to stop devotion to Mary. The Catholic Church loves Mary, the mother of Jesus. True Catholics will not give up devotion to Mary. She is the plan of God. This is what missionaries have been teaching here in Papua New Guinea. If priests, Christians call against Mary, they are against God! (Interview with Fr Golly, Yomba Parish 25/08/2005)

Father Golly’s strong, fire and brimstone theology is very much appreciated and at the same time feared by most of the legionaries and his parish members. Golly offers them a clear and straight path to follow, those who go astray are in the devil’s hands. This rhetoric is especially clear when Golly addresses the issue of HIV/AIDS.

God does not allow us to use condoms. We are not animals! People should use the calendar method. This is the way of God. Condoms are the Devil’s work! The only country where AIDS is decreasing is Uganda. They took the way of the Lord! (Interview with Fr Golly: Jomba Parish 25/08/2005)

In Fr. Golly’s view, a strong belief in God and devotion to Mary can bring redemption and prevent people from falling prey to Satan. In fact, he advocates the use of Mary as a role model in order to solve moral and social problems, including HIV/AIDS. This use of Mary as a role-model to combat morally troubling issues is not only propagated by Fr. Golly. For example, in the Post Courier (December 29, 2004) medical doctor Thomas Vinit (Madang hospital) argues: ‘Let us use good models that portray chastity and purity, such as the devotion of the Virgin Mary’ in order to address the root of the HIV/AIDS problem in Papua New Guinea, which are ‘moral and socio-economical problems’. The conviction that faith in God is sufficient to combat HIV/AIDS and prevent infection is widespread among Christians in PNG (see amongst others Eves 2008), also among the Catholic women I interviewed. For example, Josephine is convinced that God protected her and her raped daughter from being infected with HIV. Moreover, this conviction is also instrumental in how women like Josephine, deal and cope with domestic violence. Confronted with such dilemmas as divorce in an environment where this is seen as sinful, these Catholic women seek spiritual guidance: finding solace in prayers directed to Mary and gaining strength by using Mary as their role model.

THE POWER OF MARY: COPING WITH DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Just like Josephine, the Catholic women I interviewed pray to God and, in particular, to Mary in order to cope with their abusive partners or relatives. By praying and asking for divine intervention, they place their lives in the hand of God and ‘Mama Maria’. By submitting to God, trying to accept their situation as being God’s will and plan, women often gain the necessary strength to keep going on, that is: to stay with their husbands. The idea of suffering, of having to face this violence as part of their penitence in order to, eventually,
receive holiness and redemption, equally strengthens women to stay in an abusive situation. Moreover, the conviction is that if you show patience and pray to Mary, those who backslide and commit sin will change their behaviour. This belief is expressed through the narration of particular experiences. These ‘ideal’ narratives are centred on women’s devotion and faith. The following narrative is from Sophia (49 years, Legion of Mary since 1997. From Manus Island, living in Madang):

My husband left his faith and started drinking. I think it was due to his promotion. He became very proud, and he spent all his money, going around with other women. I prayed to Mary, put all this in my intentions to her. One day, I asked him for some money to give to the Church, he said: “olgeta pinis”[it is all finished]. I told him we had no money. I started to cry and the kids cried and then he realised he was wrong. He put his hands on the bible, the Lady was there, and he promised never to waste money again. He looked at me and I said: It is now with the Lord”.

For 20 years he stayed well. Then, he got another job promotion. He owned a car and he got tempted again. I told him: “You have made a promise not to touch beer!” But he was in big trouble now, he was taken by Satan. He tried to bash me, tried to get a second wife. But I said “no!” I came to see father Golly. He told me he would help me. He said it would take me time to forgive.

Father Golly told me: “you pray the rosary. Mother Maria will help you”. And, all of a sudden, my husband turned around again and he made his second promise. My family had told me: “Just let him go!” But I said: “no, I will forgive him. The Lord forgives so I must do the same”. I did not want to be left alone, deserted with my children running around. So I stayed and I trusted God and Mary. Mary em pawa [Mary is power]. Mary helped me through the crisis. Now, my husband is committing himself. Every evening, we have the rosaries before we go to bed. This helps us. He is retired now and Mama? She gives us gutpela tingting [good things to think about].

Sophia’s narrative confirms the existing ideal: ‘pray hard enough and your husband will turn around’. If this does not happen, the consensus is that women have not prayed hard enough. According to Irmgard (member Legion of Mary, Madang):

Women should pray harder and more. Perhaps they are not praying to Mary, or they are not praying with all their intentions. If a woman prays hard enough, her husband will go straight again.

Sophia’s exemplary narrative and Irmgard’s reflection reveal how women’s prayer, faith, and patience will heal their husbands and, as such, their marriage. In fact, domestic harmony is believed to be achieved by using Mary as a role model to transform their husbands by changing themselves.

**Mimicking Mary: the power of self-transformation**

Mary serving as a role-model for, in particular, women is not restricted to Madang or Papua New Guinea. All over the world, Mary’s virtues of humility, obedience and faith are appropriated by women and inscribed on women’s bodies. However, especially among legionary members, this use of Mary as an example, as a role-model whose virtues must be aspired to, is propagated. As stated in the handbook of the Legion of Mary:
The Legion of Mary in particular aspires after Mary’s profound Humility, her perfect obedience, her angelical sweetness, her continual prayer, her universal mortification, her altogether spotless purity, her heroic patience, her heavenly wisdom, her self-sacrificing courageous love of God, and above all Her faith. (Moran and Connell 1993:12)

For legionaries like Josephine, Mary as a role model inscribes them with qualities such as humility, patience, faith and obedience. Josephine affirms:

Mary is a model to me: “Pasin bilong em em daun passin” [her virtue is humility]. Understanding and following Mary, brought understanding about my own self. Now, I believe in humility and the truth. I find peace in not making others angry, but helping them instead.

While interviewing other female members of the Legion of Mary, I encountered similar expressions. Moreover, those who mimicked Mary’s virtues best were held in high regard among the other legionaries, thereby encouraging each other to be like Mary. This aspiration to mimic Mary was also expressed by female members of the Catholic Women’s Association (CWA).

What is striking in women’s narratives and their aspiration to be like Mary is the emphasis on self-transformation. As expressed by Stella (CWA-member Madang, 27 years), ‘Maria gave insight into my bad habits and I try to change them’. Likewise, according to Josephine, Mary’s qualities as a humble woman showed her how she had failed in her own marriage. By changing herself, changing her own anger into humility, Josephine did, alas, not change her husband, but she received peace and acceptance of her situation as it is now. For many of the other abused women I spoke to, however, this emphasis on self-transformation is the only way to change their situation, and in particular, their husbands.

Faced with domestic violence or other problems, the most effective way to achieve results is to focus on what can be changed: oneself. To scrutinise oneself and to work and turn oneself into a good Christian wife, is for most women the most accessible way to change their situation. This means that women actually attribute power and agency to themselves. As argued by Griffith (1997:166) in describing published narratives of Aglow women in the US, ‘women centre their narratives on their own capacity to initiate personal healing and cultivate domestic harmony’. This personal power is, according to Griffith, encoded in a ‘doctrine of submission’.

In women’s narratives described by Griffith (1997:166), ‘good results will follow a wife’s willing acquiescence: once women’s attitudes are transformed and they accept their submissive roles, their husbands also become happier and more benevolent’. Such a doctrine of submission is also visible in Catholic women’s narratives, wherein submission is not only to Mary and God, but also to one’s husband. As Mary, president of the Legion of Mary in Madang, describes it: ‘Mary is our role model. She is obedient to God. So we submit to our men, they are the head of the family.’ Veronica (member of the Legion of Mary, Madang) equally stresses Mary’s role in providing her with a good example of being a good Christian woman who submits to both God and her husband: ‘I imitate Mary’s humility, Her faith, praying, sacrifices, obedience. Obedience to my husband and towards religious duties.’

Imitating Mary not only involves changing women’s attitudes. It involves the transformation of one’s identity and one’s self. In fact, the emphasis on self-conversion towards the image of Mary actually calls for the submission and suppression of the self. As stated in the Handbook of the Legion of Mary: ‘The legionary, in turning towards Mary, must necessarily turn away from self’ (Moran and Connell 1993:30). The ‘humble Virgin’s heel’ does not only crush Satan, but crushes also ‘the serpent of self with its many heads’. These are heads of self-exaltation, of self-seeking, of self sufficiency, of self-conceit, of self-love, of self-satis-
faction, of self-advancement and of self-will (ibid). This Christian rhetoric that calls for the turning away of the self, thereby also places emphasis on the self.

As argued by Robbins (2005), Christianity, in contrast to Melanesian notions of personhood, focuses on the subject, on the self. More precisely, ‘Christianity forces oneself to identify with one’s own inferiority, one’s sinful nature’ (Robbins 2005:46-47). It teaches people to look inward, to alter their notions of subjectivity as something to be regulated (ibid). Focus is thus on the subject, on the formation of self. This is also noticed by Richard Eves in his study on modernity, morality and illness among the Lelet people in New Ireland.

By converting to Christianity, Lelet converts ‘create a new self, a self-refashioning’ in which they seek to cultivate a new Christian way of being (Eves 2005:28). The women I spoke to in Madang engage in similar processes of self-refashioning. By internalising and re-enacting Christian values through the image of Mary, focus is on self-discipline (see also Robbins 2005:51). Women are encouraged to monitor their behaviour, prevent cursing and arguing with their husbands, be patient and obedient. In Foucault’s terms, women thus put themselves under ‘self-surveillance’ (Foucault 1997). Self-surveillance is usually understood as ‘the attention one pays to one’s behaviour when facing the actuality or virtuality of an immediate or mediated observation by others whose opinion he or she deems as relevant’ (Vaz and Bruno 2003:273). In this case, one of the main constituents of women’s behaviour is Mary and her inescapable, omni presence.

So Mary becomes a powerful icon around which women rework their identities and transform themselves into ideal Christian women through self-surveillance. In Madang, the adhered to doctrine of religious and domestic submission is empowered by Christian rhetoric, which demands obedience and, especially, submission from the wife, both in her relationship towards God and towards her husband. These values are propagated through books concerning Mary (for example Hahn 2001), which are extremely popular among Marian devotees, and Christian booklets that are published and distributed in Papua New Guinea (for example Fountain 1984; Malins 1987; Sala 1999). Moreover, these values are part of the rhetoric and advice given by legion members as well as by its spiritual director, Fr. Golly. As narrated by Josephine:

I was told to pray, pray. My spiritual director [Fr Golly] told me to find my weakness and perform. He told me: “You go back to your husband! I cried. I cried and I prayed, I was so scared to go back. But I went back, and…I was again abused. I went back to Father Golly and I told him that I valued my life, “who is going to take care of my children?” But he was looking at my marriage, not at my own safety.

In 1991, for 6 months, I did not give myself to my husband. Father Golly told me to break my heart of stone. And I prayed to do this and I did it, but without love, to satisfy my husband.

Griffith (1997) argues that personal power is encoded in women’s submission as this enables them to change their situation by changing themselves. However, Griffith fails to provide insight into the fact that women’s reworking of their identity is actually a very difficult and painful process. As narrated by Josephine, her efforts at being an ideal Christian woman were painful and the price she paid high. Josephine’s experiences exemplify that self-surveillance implies internalising dominant discourses since these contribute to the construction of a coherent, Christian, identity. At the same time, Josephine is struggling with this discourse and its internalisations, as they collide with her own well-being.

COLLIDING VALUES AND IDENTITIES

Josephine was repeatedly advised to stay with her husband, but, in 2001 after 27 years of marriage, she decided to leave her husband in Lae and went to Madang.
I stayed with him for 27 years. It does not mean I hate my husband; I waited for him to change. The thing that kept me going was that I had married him. He had to learn, we had to work it out. Patience is very good, you have to give it time. I waited for 27 years for him to realise his responsibilities and his duties. Also, I was very worried about my parents, I did not want to embarrass them. Moreover, I had married in Church and I did not want to break our sacrament.

Our suffering affected the children, so I kept quiet. Eventually, I could not cope with the reality of living with him anymore. I could no longer pretend to be someone else, to wear this mask of happiness. [...] I did not want to die, not to be raped within my marriage. I told my husband: “We have to stay apart”. [...] In 2001, we separated to see what we could build up for ourselves. I feel I have failed in keeping my marriage together. Is it my fault?

Josephine’s experiences exemplify the tensions and dilemmas that exist for women in dealing with domestic violence. Patience and faith, as well as the importance of marriage as a sacrament seem to collide with Josephine’s own well-being. Also, due to Josephine’s work, people expected her to save her marriage and at the same time stand up for herself. But although she was highly regarded in her positions in the Catholic Women’s Association and the Legion of Mary, she could not speak out against others and her husband. The only way she could stand up for herself was by leaving her husband and making a life of her own, meaning she had failed in keeping her marriage together, that she had somehow failed in being a good Christian woman.

As with several other women I interviewed, Josephine is actually struggling and negotiating between self-preservation, Christian and ‘traditional’ values and morality, as well as with ‘modernity’ in which women are encouraged to speak out and make their own decisions. This dilemma and the apparent opposition between categories belonging to different cultural logics is embodied in Josephine’s reflection:

We are still struggling, especially in the rural areas, that women have equal rights, especially in decision-making. We should be in the government to show them how we can improve Papua New Guinea. Women should have the courage to speak up for their rights.

In the village, once women are married, their responsibilities are to feed the children, go to the garden, cook etc. In town, women get confused: where do I stand? Some mothers go to work if the husband is also working. In some cases, the babysitter does the work, in others the woman does all the housekeeping as well. My daughter’s husband is a teacher, just like her. But I see my daughter doing all the shopping. I ask her: “Do you share any responsibilities? If your husband is not helping you will not last long, you have to talk about it!” Husband and wife have to understand and respect each-others interests and talk about it.

For those women who have marital problems: “Identify the cause of the problems”. If it is abuse, they need counselling and try to improve their lives. When they cannot cope anymore, I will not tell them to separate, but they need to help themselves with patience and humbleness. You have to stand up and fight for your rights, not with pride but with humbleness. I never talked about my husband’s ill behaviour to others. I think women should talk about it, but they should be careful and think about confidentiality as people might gossip and the husband might hear it. My mother used to say: When you are talking about your husband, you are talking about yourself.

I also realised that sometimes we women are pitied because we are bossing over our husbands. Especially working mothers, they sometimes abuse their husbands. So that is when a couple needs counselling. Communication is very important.
Otherwise, infidelity will come out of it. When the husband does not receive what he wants and expects, he will be attracted to other women who do listen to him and thank him.

Josephine’s reflection reveals her inclination towards ‘modernity’, which grants women and men equal rights and opportunities, and which encourages women to speak out for themselves. However, when she turns to her role as a co-ordinator in the Diocese’s family life office, she resorts to Christian values. She will not advise people to divorce, as Christian marriage is a sacred union established before the eyes of God. Instead, she argues that troubled wives have to fight for their marriage, meaning: they have to work hard and show humility. As such, women should not gossip or complain to others about their husbands’ failures, as these, as Josephine was taught, are your own failures too. Moreover, she does not agree with women bossing over their husbands, as men are the head of the family. Finally, she warns that when women do not take good care of their husbands and fail to obey them, they will be prone to look for other women and commit adultery. In short, Josephine resorts to values that seem to belong to different cultural logics in order to address women’s roles as mothers and, especially, as wives. The question is, to what extent are the different categories of values compatible?

It seems that ‘traditional’ and ‘Christian’ values confirm and complement each other resulting in a strong doctrine of submission that calls for particular gendered behaviour in which the self is submitted. This behaviour is founded in ‘traditional’ gender roles in many areas in Papua New Guinea, as also experienced by Josephine during her marriage and when temporarily returning to her village after the divorce.

First my brother: I had to submit to him with regard to ownership of land. Then my husband, to whom I had to submit regarding family roles, at the same time accepting his abuse. As an educated woman I still cannot speak out in the village. I have to submit myself, go down with the other women. Do I have to accept all this, or let it go? (Interview with Josephine: Madang 2006)

The ‘traditional’ gender roles as experienced by Josephine, in general prevent women from speaking up against their brothers, fathers, and husbands, and require them to be obedient, and to perceive men as leaders and as decision makers (see also Eves nd:26; Hermkens 2005:56-58). The Christian rhetoric of obedience, forgiveness and patience equally forces women to submit to the head of their families, either their father or their husband. In contrast, it seems that the ‘modernity’ aspired to by Josephine and others, which is profoundly associated with the self (see also Barker 2007:8-10), does not fall into previously known categories of gender roles and, as such, gender identity. As Josephine painstakingly asks herself: “Who am I, what is my identity? Where do I stand with my Christian values?” This struggle of Josephine reflects the struggle with the self in ‘modern’ contexts such as Madang, where people are living in between worlds with different yet similar logics.

THE POWER OF MARY: RE-ENACTING NORMATIVE VIOLENCE

This article has addressed the place of Mary for a particular group of urban Catholic women in their negotiation with various forms of violence. As shown, women like Josephine not only have to cope with violent acts, but also with ‘a state of violence’. This state of violence is linked to the dynamics of the urban context in which morally troubling issues, such as gang violence, criminality, gender violence, breaching of gender roles, the absence or presence of wantok, and the threat of HIV/AIDS affect people’s lives.

In fact, the urban context shapes particular forms of sociality, self-understandings and religious orientations. The new and distinctive Melanesian relations in urban families call
for a re-definition of gender relations, gender roles and gendered selves, and a re-composition of social relations and sociality. Much as Reed (2003:82) has argued for those living in Bomana prison, Madang can equally be considered as a place of social reconstitution. People have to create new forms of sociality. It seems that Christianity plays a crucial part in this process of ‘modernization’, as people are trying to constitute a new sociality through Christian moral and religious networks. Living one’s faith, and in particular Marian devotion, is seen to be an important strategy to deal with the complex urban setting, including acts and states of violence. Religion can thus be perceived as ‘one of –if not the –primary media’ through which people make and remake their social landscapes (Orsi 1997:10).

At the same time, it seems that Christianity is also in conflict with the modernity aspired by women like Josephine. They are caught up between different values and expectations, meaning they have to constantly negotiate between the different roles they are expected to play and perform. This balancing and negotiating of one’s identity is not always easy. As Josephine sighs: ‘I guess all these problems are all part of our growth or development. But it is also very confusing. We have the traditional versus modernity. But which way to go?’

Confronted with the dilemmas of establishing one’s gender roles in the dynamics of the urban context, the women I interviewed looked for spiritual guidance, seeking solace in prayers directed in particular to Mary. Mary not only offers women solace and help, She appears to empower women to endure their suffering, and, after Mary’s example, to give confidence in the process of transforming oneself into good and strong Christian wives. The women I interviewed see this transformation as empowerment, of being able to change themselves, and, eventually, their situation and, in particular, their husbands.

However, when seen in the light of Foucault’s notion of self-surveillance, this empowerment becomes feeble. As shown, women’s self-surveillance is constituted by gender relations, the religious community, such as the members of the Legion of Mary and Church clergy like Fr. Golly, but also by, and perhaps even more importantly, the Virgin Mary. Mary’s submissive image coincides with pre-existing gender relations and gender hierarchies, in which women’s roles are constituted as being submissive to their husbands with emphasis on their roles as caretakers of the families, as mothers. As already noted, the Church’s teachings on Mary ‘reflect and express the ideology of the patriarchal feminine’ (Ruether 1993:149). The virtues ascribed to Mary in the teachings of the Church and the Legion of Mary, such as silence, obedience and modesty, constitute the very quintessence of passive, female submission (McLaughlin 1974). The advice given by Fr. Golly to abused women, urging them to stay in an abusive relationship, be patient and show forgiveness towards those who abuse them, is equally part of this disciplinary power. In fact, one can argue that Marian devotion and its focus on self-surveillance is actually a form of normative violence, or a state of violence, as it submits women to a violent doctrine of submission. This doctrine of submission reduces women to, in Foucault’s terms, docile and subjected bodies and thus seems to deny the possibility of resistance and agency. Josephine’s journey of violence shows how she struggles to resist its disciplinary power - trying to stand up for herself, make her own decisions, follow her own career, and be a leader - while simultaneously adhering to it.

However, when looking at women’s narratives and experiences, Mary also seems to provide an escape. Mary is held up to women as a model and is appropriated by women as a model. But this model is appropriated and internalised in ways that not always concur with the Church’s teachings, or notions of the patriarchal feminine. Women like Josephine not only admire Mary’s virtues of patience and modesty, they also see Mary as a strong woman, as a leader. Josephine, who has ambitions of being and becoming a leader herself, explains: ‘Mary is a big female leader. When we women look at her, we can see our responsibilities in our family and in our communities’.

So, Mary’s role is even more ambiguous than is evident in her paradoxical role of helping women to stop violence and, on the other hand, of facilitating power which con-
strains women. In fact Mary’s submissive image can transform into that of a strong and powerful woman. This particular image provides women not only with an example of how to be a good Christian mother and wife, but also that it is possible to be a strong woman leader. This role of Mary coincides with the fact that religious women’s groups are in the foreground of changing things in Papua New Guinea, including gender relations (Dickson-Waiko 1999, 2003; Lee 1985; Sepoe 2000). Mary’s role as a strong woman thus also enables her followers like Josephine to appropriate leadership positions and endure the struggle that goes with such positions and aspirations in the context of contemporary Papua New Guinean society.
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NOTES

1. By using ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ I am not implying a rigid distinction between these two concepts, nor am I implying that the rural is per definition ‘traditional’ and the urban ‘modern’. Moreover, as already argued by Kahn (2001) and others, there are multiple modernities. John Barker, in a lecture given at a conference in Nijmegen on the 31st of June 2005, argued that Christianity may in fact be a traditional sort of modernity, thereby emphasizing the slippery as well as dynamic nature of the concepts of tradition, modernity, as well of Christianity in PNG (see also Barker 2007).

2. The PNG Law Reform Commission conducted research on domestic violence between 1982 and 1992. The final report (1992) showed that 70% of all women in Papua New Guinea have been beaten by their husbands.

3. From August 2005 until February 2006 I did fieldwork in, amongst others, Port Moresby and Madang concerning Marian devotion and domestic violence. In addition to five interviews with Christian women who are not affiliated with particular religious groups, interviews were conducted with women belonging to the Catholic Women’s Organisation (CWA) in Madang (19 women), and with women belonging to the Legion of Mary in Madang (10 women and three men) and Port Moresby (13 women). Of the 19 CWA women, 16 reported to have been beaten by their husbands, while among the Legion of Mary members in Madang and Moresby six women (three in Madang and three in Port Moresby) had faced domestic violence. The women I interviewed belong to different tribal backgrounds. Moreover, they belong to different socio-economic strata, although none of them lives in the so-called squatter settlements. The majority can be labelled as middle-class with a few women belonging to lower- and one woman to the upper-class.

4. Various studies have tried to analyse the ‘culture of violence’ in Papua New Guinea (Bradley 1994, 2001; Dinnen 1997; Dinnen and Ley 2000; Jenkins 1995; Kidu 2000; Toft 1985; Zimmer-Tamakoshi 1990, 1997, 2004). In addition to existing gender hierarchies and male dominance, factors that have been addressed in relation to sexual violence are: economic impoverishment and increasing criminality, changing gender relations, as well as a decline of morality, especially in urban settings.

5. PNG is on the brink of a serious HIV/AIDS epidemic. It was estimated that in 2004, over 15,000 people (total population of PNG is circa 5 million) were living with HIV/AIDS in PNG (http://www.oxfam.org.au/world/pacific/png/; last visited July 2005).

6. To address gender-based violence, the PNG government has conducted large-scale research through the Law Reform Commission in the 1980s (Toft 1985a, 1985, 1986; Toft and Bonnel 1985). Despite these reports, however, the government has been slow to respond and take adequate measures (Bradley 2001). Deploying huge billboards, advertisements and posters, the official message is clear: Real men do not harm women and girls, and, if men and women want to have sex, they should use condoms.


8. Although Fr Golly has a huge influence among Catholics (both legionaries and non-legionary members) in Madang, he is certainly not representative of all Catholic priests in Papua New Guinea. In Madang alone, there are several Church officials who do not concur with Fr. Golly’s point of view and how he counsels his
Josephine’s Journey

9. Dr. Vinit, while strongly opposing condoms, is now head of the Lifestyle Diseases Division of the National Department of Health (Hammar 2007:75)
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